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By Kevin J Doyle

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Chris Higgins
(illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Greetings reader! I m
Flartus Flubberwonk. Look for me inside this book, along with a mess-making monster and a giant
salamander. Plus a CatElephant. Yes, I know you re wondering what that could possibly be. Just
read to find out--it s in the story about a circus and a magnificent mustache. Also there s a massive,
menacing machine that spits out word riddles. And donuts. Giant, dangerous, donuts. Plus many
more marvelous moments too numerous to mention. Currently, I m FAR too busy inventing
enormously important inventions to give you this introduction. Alright, I ll do it anyways. Fourteen
short stories are in here, each one a bodacious blast of captivating creatures and kooky characters.
Be they real, magical, strange, whimsical, and/or all of the above. Ideal for reading aloud as you
walk on the sun, sail a grand pirate ship, help a fallen wishing star, or witness an awesomely mighty
thunder wink. You ll find many imaginative illustrations inside, as well as several clever design
details, and a few extra.uhhhh.extras. All in all it s a creatively...
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Reviews
Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor Lowe IV
A brand new e-book with an all new perspective. It typically fails to cost an excessive amount of. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Tur ner B a yer
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